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Introduction

◼ Open-world Weakly-supervised TAL (OWTAL)

➢ With only video-level labels for training, OWTAL aims to localize both known 

and unknown action instances in testing videos.



◼ Ambiguity of annotations of closed-set (known) action instances

➢ Previous works indicate that the closed-set and open-set performance are highly correlated. 

However, under the OWTAL setting, not only are the annotations of unknown action 

instances unavailable, but also the fine-grained annotations of known ones can only be 

inferred ambiguously from the video category labels.

➢ During training, the known action instances that the model needs to focus on are prone to 

be disturbed by the background snippets, which hinders the learning of the closed-set 

actions, thus making it extremely difficult to differentiate the unknown actions, the known 

actions, and the background.

◼ Lack of reasonable metrics

➢ The traditional Open Set Recognition (OSR) aims for classification while the goal of 

OWTAL is to perform localization instead, thus the classification metrics commonly 

adopted by OSR are not sufficient for OWTAL.

Challenges



Method

◼ Cascade Evidential Learning



◼ Multi-scale Extended-range Perception for Initial Evidence Collection

➢ Multi-scale Extended-range Perception

➢ Loss function for evidential learning

MEP: Multi-scale Extended-range Perception
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◼ Knowledge-guided Bipolar Prototype Learning for Evidence 

Calibration Factors

➢ Graph network update

➢ Loss function

➢ Distance to bipolar prototypes 

KBPL: Knowledge-guided Bipolar Prototype Learning
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◼Cascade Evidence Enhancement

➢ Uncertainty-aware adaptor

➢ Total loss function

➢ Evidence calibration

Method
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◼ Inference

Method



◼ Comparison results on THUMOS14

Experiments



◼ Ablation study

◼ Comparison results on ActivityNet-v1.3

Experiments
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